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City Heights products were designed for everyday living regardless of your lifestyle. Sit, relax and let our floors do the 
hard work for you. City Heights floors retain their new look and feel for years.

Long Lasting Quality and Beauty

Pet
Friendly

Curated Designer 
Colors

Build Responsibility7

Scratch
Guard

Advanced Bond
Backing

Messes stay on the surface and 
do not penetrate or go under 
the floor.

A focused selection of premium 
colors and textures to ensure 
the perfect floor for your 
designer vision. 

Highly abrasion-resistant coating 
provide shine and increases the 
lifespan of your floor.

All products have been 
independently certified by SCS 
to comply with the volatile 
organic compound emissions 
criteria of the California Sections 
01350 standard. Any product 
that has met these stringent 
standards is a product that will 
contribute to good IAQ.

Reduce more than 80% of most 
common installation faults by 
paring Level Seven products with 
Urban Surfaces glue systems.

Installation Patterns

Glue down vinyl flooring can 
be installed in a variety of 
different patterns like Subway or 
Herringbone. Each layout creates 
a unique look and feel, creating 
a distinct space.



100%
Waterproof

UV Protect

Natural Wood Look

2mm Pure Vinyl

Warranty

12 Mil Scratch Guard

Enhanced Polyurethane System 
Highly Stain Resistant

Enhanced Polyurethane System 
Highly Stain Resistant

Enhanced Polyurethane System 
Highly Stain Resistant

Extra Wear Protection

Performance You Can Trust

City Heights Specifications

Features and Benefits

Packaging

City Heights brings together premium design options matched with a 
durable and versatile glue down LVT core. Seven exclusive colors that will 
be sure to meet and exceed your design expectations are available. Our 
durable blend of LVT paired with an 8 mil Scratch Guard deliver unmatched 
quality, while maintaining the great value of vinyl flooring.

Core

Size

Thickness

Wear Layer 

Edge Profile

Installation

LEED Scoreboard

Square ft per box

Pieces per box

Weight per box

Pallet Size

Pure Vinyl

7” x 48”

2mm

12mil

Square

Gluedown

EQ4.3

36.59

15

29 lbs

75 boxes

City Heights outperforms the competition. Available in a distinct 7”X48” 
plank size, featuring a modern and stylish high definition film layer for a 
truly natural wood look. A 100% waterproof construction that offers the 
perfect balance of performance and design at compelling values. City 
Heights the preferred choice for the multi-family and single-family markets.



Berlin
8604

Warm hues in varying tones, striations and 
distressing create a striking effect. Inspired by the 
forests of the Great American West, these woodsy 
colors and textures bring rustic, timeworn beauty 
to a space. Our luxury vinyl plank flooring features 
naturalistic wood grain variations and splits.

Size
Thickness

Order Free Samples Online

Wear Layer

7" x 48"
2mm
12mil Scratch Guard

Low Color Variation
Color Variation



Everest
8608

High variation of tan and greige tones create 
a textured look. Inspired by the forests of the 
Great American West, these woodsy colors and 
textures bring rustic, timeworn beauty to a space. 
Our luxury vinyl plank flooring features naturalistic 
wood grain variations and splits.

Size
Thickness

Order Free Samples Online

Wear Layer

7" x 48"
2mm
12mil Scratch Guard

Low Color Variation
Color Variation



Slate Grey
8610

A dark and highly variegated look makes a striking 
and natural wood pattern. Inspired by the forests 
of the Great American West, these woodsy colors 
and textures bring rustic, timeworn beauty to a 
space. Our luxury vinyl plank flooring features 
naturalistic wood grain variations and splits.

Size
Thickness

Order Free Samples Online

Wear Layer

7" x 48"
2mm
12mil Scratch Guard

Medium Color Variation
Color Variation



Grand Oak
8618

Warm undertones and light variation compose a 
naturalistic wood look. Inspired by the forests of 
the Great American West, these woodsy colors 
and textures bring rustic, timeworn beauty to a 
space. Our luxury vinyl plank flooring features 
naturalistic wood grain variations and splits.

Size
Thickness

Order Free Samples Online

Wear Layer

7" x 48"
2mm
12mil Scratch Guard

Medium Color Variation
Color Variation



Union Ridge
8655

Highly variegated warm wood colors and 
naturalistic knotting create a cozy, textured look. 
Inspired by the forests of the Great American 
West, these woodsy colors and textures bring 
rustic, timeworn beauty to a space. Our luxury 
vinyl plank flooring features naturalistic wood grain 
variations and splits.

Size
Thickness

Order Free Samples Online

Wear Layer

7" x 48"
2mm
12mil Scratch Guard

High Color Variation
Color Variation



River North
8656

Highly variegated rich browns with a lightly 
distressed look create a warm ambience. Inspired 
by the forests of the Great American West, these 
woodsy colors and textures bring rustic, timeworn 
beauty to a space. Our luxury vinyl plank flooring 
features naturalistic wood grain variations and splits.

Size
Thickness

Order Free Samples Online

Wear Layer

7" x 48"
2mm
12mil Scratch Guard

High Color Variation
Color Variation



Yosemite
8699

A range of medium and dark browns give Yosemite 
a warm wood aesthetic. Inspired by the forests of 
the Great American West, these woodsy colors 
and textures bring rustic, timeworn beauty to a 
space. Our luxury vinyl plank flooring features 
naturalistic wood grain variations and splits.

Size
Thickness

Order Free Samples Online

Wear Layer

7" x 48"
2mm
12mil Scratch Guard

Medium Color Variation
Color Variation Also Available in

Sound-Tec 9599-D



Easy Tro
welingNon-Flam

mable

Freeze/T
haw Stable

Excellen
t Working T

ime

Random

Low Shade Variation Medium Shade Variation High Shade Variation

45º Random Herringbone

Gluedown flooring can be installed 
in many different variations and 
combinations. When designing your 
project, add personality and style 
by combining different colors or mix 
installation pattern types. Your floor 
is what you make it with Urban 
Surfaces’ Luxury Vinyl Plank.

Installation TypesLuxury Vinyl Plank

It is always good practice to order samples to get the most accurate color.  Some colors may have variation for a 
more natural look, so even when you have a small sample, it may not have the same tone overall. Be sure to see if 
your color has a high shade variation tag on it to make sure you have a good idea of what the entire floor will look 
like once installed. Low shade variation will have very little color differences throught the entirety of the floor, whereas 
a high variation color may have a vastly different look once installed.

Color Variation

Create Inspiring Spaces

Urban-3010 Urban-3020

pH Range pH Range

RH Max RH Max

CaCl2 CaCl2

SPECIFICATION SPECIFICATION

MAXIMUM MOISTURE LEVELS MAXIMUM MOISTURE LEVELS

Size Size

1 Gal 1 Gal

4 Gal 4 Gal

Pack Pack

1 1

1 1

Weight Weight

9 lbs 9 lbs

37 lbs 35 lbs

Coverage Coverage

150 sqft 150 sqft

600 sqft 600 sqft

5 to 12 5 to 12

99% 99%

12 lbs 12 lbs

Working Time - 12 hours Working Time - 3 hours




